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Introduction 
A recirculating electron accelerator based upon 

superconducting cavities technology is envisaged in 
different laboratories to produce a high duty cycle 
beam with energy in cbe CeV region. In all Che cases 
the design current is in the 100 uA range. Beam break 
up is a severe Uni cat ion in this kind of accelerator 
due to the positive fe*dback of the returning beams. 
Therefore a careful analysis of the phenomenon oust be 
aade co determine the permissible characteristics of 
the superconducting cavities. Different analysis have 
been made for recirculating beam breakup by Volodin 
M J , Herminghaus QH , Vetter QQ , Lyneis Q>j and oth
ers. Ve present here an analysis based upon feedback 
system theory which cakes into accounc the different 
cavities of che linac, che optics of the linac and of 
che recirculating path. The frequencies of the cavi-
cies may be the same or distributed in a random way. 
We assume chat the beam position do not vary when tra
versing a cavity, and che bunch scruccure is ignored. 
A computer program has been uriccen which computes che 
threshold currenc for a given configuration. The re-
sulc can be checked wich a simulation code which com
putes the transverse nocion of che bunches based upon 
wake fields equacions. An example is given for Che 
Saclay proposal of a 2 GeV acceleracor consiscing of 
i passes in a 500 HeV, 100 m-long superconducting 
linac. 

Transverse coupling impedance of a cavity. 

We scare wich the definition of transverse cou
pling impedance Cor dipoles ondes in a cavity given 
by F.i. Sacherer Qij : 

r**n * ~ -
7 • (E • v x 3) 

' -d/2 J 

which can be written : 

e-* 2 dz - J Zl(a,) "' 

giving the transverse force seen by a beam of current 
lo, traversing a cavicy at a discance d f rom che axis, 
k being Che wave number. In analogy wich Che analy
sis given by T. Suzuki QQ for che longicudinal cou
pling impedance, it can been shown QQ chac che trans
verse impedance defined above cakes che resonant form : 

Z,(w) • — • 

i • j q 

j r being che frequency of che node, Q che correspon-
iing quality factor. 

the impedance ac resonance is given by : 

i f**/2 ikz 
I 7, E, e1*1 dz 
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Where ? i3 the EIF power dissipated in che walls. 

A beam travelling ac a diicance y from che axis 
receives a transverse *ick given by : 

*,T :a) ta / 

4P, 

wich : a » u' Io 
c q t 

The differencial equation which describes che 
beam-cavity inceraction is then : 

4P, ay - f Ap\ - <-* ûp 4 (0 

Feedback analysis of the stability. 

A linac composed of N cavicies is considered as 
a syscem of H oscillators coupled by the beam, with a 
feedback due to the recirculating pachs. la order co 
know ch* evolution of this syscem for a small initial 
perturbation, in analogy wich che linear control sys
tem theory QH , we define a system of n scace vari
ables xi(c) ... x n(c). The evolution of che system is 
governed by the homogeneous equation : 

x » Ax 

A being the stace matrix turn 

x is che time derivacive of Che vector x 

The differencial equacion (I) being of second order, 
we need two state variables per cavity. For the cavi
ty i, che state variables «re : 

*2i-1 " A P u 

l2i 4p 
n 

The sacrix A is then a 2N x 2N matrix. The trans-
verse posicion of the beam in the cavity i during pass 
j is noted yJ. We assume that che beam is injecced on 
a x i * : l I r l 

- - r ' _ m Q 1 1 
The transverse momentum imparted co che beam in 

cavity i is given by equation (1) where we puc : 

y - W-
Ic is useful co transform the equations by using 

a Laplace transformation. We note X(p) cbe cransfonn 
of x(c) , :<(0) being chs inicial conditions. For che 
cavicy i che equacion (1) is equivalent co che syscem : 

pX 2 i.,(p) - x 2 i . (0) Xj.(p) 

(2) 

yj(p) p x : . ( p ) - x 2 . ( 0 ) . - ^ : < 2 ; _ , c p ) - - ^ 2 i ( p ) •. 
j 

the 2M aquacisns are summarized in : 

(pi - A) Z(p) - x'0) 

I being the unit aaerix, A the scace macrix previously 
defined. 



The evolution of che system is chen found by cak
ing che inverse Laplace transform of : 

- - - i X(p> • |_pI-Aj x(o) 

The system is stable if che poles of X(p) have a 
negative real part. These poles are che zeros of Che 
determinant cf pi-A, i.e chey are Che eigenvalues of Che 
matrix A. 

The problem is Chen co find che macrix A and ics 
eigenvalues. 

From che system (2) ic is seen chat we need co 
evaluate che Laplace transform Y-! (p) of che beam posi
tion y-f(c). The transfer matrix from cavicy i co cav
ity iV-l during che pass j is known and depends on che 
energy and che focusing scheme of che linac. The angu-
Lar divergence ac che exit of cavicy i is given by : 

Application co a Z Ce? accelerator. 
We apply our results co a possible scheme for a 

2 CeV accelerator composed of 4 passes in a 500 MeV 
linac. We cake as an example che 1 CHz_, nine-cell su
perconducting cavicy studied ac OEST \JJ and assume 
an electric field of 5 MeV/m. The linac is composed of 
72 cavities in 18 groups of 4 units. The focusing uses 
a F0D0 scheme with a spacing between quadrupoles of 
10 m and constant gradient (corresponding co a focal 
lengch of 5 m at SO Me?). The harmonic number is 1403 
and is the same for all turns, the transport matrix 
for che recurs pach is che unit matrix. 

We study the effect of one of che dipole modes 
given in QQ whose frequency is 1.436 GHz. The shunt 
impedance given by che code URMEL, computed ac 
d • 44.5 mm from che axis is R/Q » 38.5 £3/m. The cou
pling impedance used in equation (1) is given by : 

p zi*1 
,'J *2i-i 

p*i+i 
pz being the longitudinal momentum. The optical 

properties of the return path are summarized via a 
transport matrix, and finally the transit time T; of 
jth cotaplete loop from a point in che linac.back co it
self i» included in the Laplace transform r! via a term 

The compucer code for scability scudy computes che 
elements of the matrix A for a given configuration of 
che linac and of che return paths and for given char
acteristics of che defleccing modes in che cavities 
(u T, q, ;r). The eigenvalues of A are then computed by 
successive iterations since the elements of A contain 
p. The limit for stabilicy corresponds co che solucion 
wich a nul real part : 

ps " j a l. 
Application co a simple case 

He consider che case where che linac is supposed 
co be concentrated into one cavity and compute the 
threshold current for two passes. In chat case the ma
trix A is : 

0 1 

A • 
pzi 
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Riz being che coefficienc of che cransfer aacrix from 
che cavicy back to itsilf in TRANSFORT nocacion. p is 
che longitudinal somen cue ac che exic of che cavity. The 
limic forscabiliey is obtained for an eigenvalue p»j<u . 
The characteristic equacion becomes : * 

" '! • 1 ». J - a 
r 

\z -i <". Tt 

The frequency ac which inscabilicy occurs is given by : 

-osu T. * .»,; 

ind che threshold currenc is 

,;, •«*., 

? » ^ 
?. a.. sinu, T. 

3 . 
;i.ving i result similar :o che ^ne given by 
'-ierair.znaus 2 . 

R 
i» 436 a/tn 

L is che lengch of the cavicy. For a group of 4 
cavicies che impedance is : 

— - 1.75 
Q 

:o J :,'-. 

We assume chat che Q oi chat mode has been re
duced to Q • 10*. As the frequency of the modes is not 
known exactly, the 3BU threshold shown in table 1 for 
2, 3 and 4 passes are the lowest values calculated 
wich che feedback theory, sweeping che frequency 
around 1.436 GHz. 

Table 1 

Energy (Ce7) 1.5 
NT> of passes » 3 i 
Threshold current (uA) 299 205 115 

3B0 frequency 1.43594 1.43600 1.43604 

In che case of no focusing in the linac che currencs 
are respectively 84 uA, 33 uA and 17 uA for 2, 3, and 
4 passes. 
Stability scudy using a cracking code. 

A cracking code has been wriccen following che 
foraulacions given by a. Gluckscern Qoj , bur includ
ing multipass effects. The focusing in che linac, and 
che opcics of che recirculating pachs are included. 

When a bunch of charge Q. moves ac a discance a 
from che axis, che cransverse incegracad force saen by 
a case charge following the bunch ac a distance I, is 
given by : 

* d/2 

d/2 
F, dz - e a Q. W(T) 

1 where T 
can be expressed as a 
pling impedance 

W(T) is the cransverse wake potential vhicji 
ourier-cranscorm of che cou-

Z , ( - ) '•it:) • — ! V ( T ) a iX 



For che case of a transversa resoaaac mode we ob-
cain : 
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The transverse momencum imparled to che bunch a 
passing ia cavicy i ac cue T is the sum of all che 
wakes Left by che bunches which passed ac cime becveen 
0 and T. 

In order co cesc che scabilicy of che syscem com
posed of N cavicies coupled by che beam with several 
passes, we apply a percurbacion co che stable syscem 
and look for che évolueion of che free oscillations 
(damping or growth). The perturbation may be a trans
verse momentum imparted co che first bunch when it 
passes ii the first cavity. When the complete syscem 
is described (cavicies, cransverse nodes and opcics) 
che threshold current i. found by iterations on che 
charge Q. co find che limit of stability. This method 
was tested and gave che same chreshold currenc Chan 
che matrix aechod described in che firsc pare. However 
ic should be noted chac a very large number of bunches 
must be tracked before steady-scace is reached in "he 
case of high Q (superconducting case) aad large accel
erator, chus leading co impracticable computing times. 
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